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Abstract

When requiring quantitative data on delta-wing
vortices for design purposes, low-speed results have
often been extrapolated to configurations intended for

supersonic operation. This practice stems from a lack
of database owing to difficulties that plague
measurement techniques in high-speed flows. In the

present paper an attempt is made to examine this
practice by comparing quantitative data on the near-

wake properties of such vortices in incompressible and
supersonic flows. The incompressible flow data are

obtained in experiments conducted in a low-speed wind
tunnel. Detailed flow-field properties, including

vorticity and turbulence characteristics, obtained by
hot-,ore and pressure probe surveys are documented.
These data are compared, wherever possible, with

available data from a past work for a Mach 2.49 flow
for the same v_ing geometry and angles-of-attack. The

results indicate that quantitative similarities exist in the
distributions of total pressure and swirl velocity.
However, the streamwise velocity of the core exhibits
different trends. The axial flow characteristics of the

vortices in the two regimes are examined, and a
candidate theory is discussed.
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1. Introduction

After more than five decades of research,

investigations of delta-wing vortices continue to be of

both practical and academic importance. However, the
available database allowing a quantitative comparison

of these vortices between incompressible and
supersonic regimes is still very limited. In order to

delineate the motivation of the present study, a
summary of the current tmderstanding of
incompressible and supersonic delta-v, ing vortices, and

hypotheses on how the)' may compare, are first

provided.

For a sharp-edged planforrn in a love-speed stream, the

overall vorticity dynamics is reasonably understood
based on visualization as well as quantitative

experiments. Flow from windward (pressure) side
spilling over the leeward (suction) side separates along

the leading-edges. The resulting shear-layers then roll
into a pair of large counter-rotating swirls above the
delta-vdng.

These are commonly referred to as either "'primary" or

"'leading-edge" vortices. The primary vortex pair often
would induce a smaller pair of secondary vortices of

opposite sign. Sometimes even a pair of tertiary vortex,
induced by the secondary vortex pair, can be observed.
However, with increasing distance from the planform,
the latter vortices decay quickly. Consequently, _4thin

a short distance, the leading-edge vortex pair remains
as the salient feature of the wake. The process usually

completes within just a couple of chords from the
planform. TM

In the supersonic flow regime, quantitative
investigation has been very rare in comparison to its
low-speed counterpart. 5"6 This is due mainly to

experimental difficulties encountered in high-speed
flows. However in visualization studies, it has been

noted that when the leading-edge is swept within the
Mach cone generated by the wing apex (i.e., subsonic

leading-edge 7) and when crossflow shock waves do not
apparently interact with the vortices, the overall

leeward flow topology is relatively insensitive to Mach
and Reynolds numbers. TM As for the vortex flow
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downstreamof the planform at supersonic freestream
Mach numbers, the)' have like,_ise been envisioned _'_5
18 and shown to exhibit topological similarities 19with

their low-speed counterparts under the condition of

subsonic leading-edge. These findings provided a
justification for designers and researchers to

extrapolate low-speed results to configurations
intended for supersonic operations. 8_° As for

measurements in supersonic wake, data can be found in
previously classified literature, such as in Refs. 15-18.

However, the emphasis of these measurements was not

to provide detailed characteristics of the flow field, but
to evaluate theoretical models on downwash prediction

in the wake at generously spaced intervals. Although
these data yielded useful gross information,
quantitative data on the supersonic leading-edge vortex
remain rare. The lack of basic information such as

vortex trajectory do_aastream of a delta-wing was

noted, for example, during interpretation of supersonic
vortex mixing data using a delta-wing in the stud)' of
Povinelli et. al. 2°

Although evidence exists to support that vortices in the
two flow regimes can be qualitatively similar, Green _4

conjectures that quantitative details of the vortices in

the two flow regimes are surely different, as are the
associated aerodynamic effects. Dissimilarities have

been noted in many studies. For example, the onset of
vortex asymmetry and vortex breakdown are found to

occur at much lower angles-of-attack in supersonic
flow compared to their low-speed counterpart. _2'_4'21'2-_

An obvious dissimilarity stems from compressibility
effects. Crossflow shock waves can emerge to interact

with the prhnary vortices in the supersonic freestream
case. Significant density- gradient variation exists as
indicated by shadowgraph flow visualization. Thus, it

is possible that baroclinic torque could be an additional

source of vorticity in the compressible flow regime.
Differences are also inferred from leeward surface

pressure measurements. For a fixed angle-of-attack, the
magnitude of the primary suction peak on the leeward

side has been shown to reduce v_4th increasing
"_3 "_4ffeestream Mach number.-'- This could mean a

corresponding decrease in vortex strength. The shape

of the primary "vortex core", as visualized by vapor
screen technique, has been found to become more

flattened with increasing Mach number. 7"25'26

Downstream of the planform, vapor-screen
visualization suggests that the primaD" vortex can

experience substantial stretch vertically, and that
secondary vortices persist further downstream at higher
Mach number. 19

There are certain physical differences in the basic

states between the two flow regimes that could impact
the structure of the vortices in the wake. In the low-

speed case, Kutta-condition dictates that the leeward

flow decelerate after the initial acceleration as the

trailing-edge is approached. Thus, the leading-edge
vortices themselves are subjected first to a favorable,
followed by an adverse pressure gradient over the

leeward suction surface. In the supersonic case on the
other hand, the flow on the leeward surface would be

continually in expansion and then abruptly decelerated
by a shock wave from the trailing-edge dox_aastream.

In light of the preceding discussion, it is apparent that
there are some conflicting views on how vortical

structures in the two flow regimes may differ. The
literature lacks a direct quantitative comparison needed

for validating theoretical and computational studies.
Such an effort constitutes the first objective of the

present paper. During the course of the literature
survey, it was also apparent that full details of the

vortical structure even in a low-speed wake were very
much lacking. 2"3'L''_4Such a detailed documentation of

the vortex-wake at low-speed, particularly for the
turbulence and vorticity characteristics, forms the
second objective of the paper.

2. Experimental Setup
Both the supersonic and incompressible experiments
were performed with a delta-wing of common
geometric proportion, but of two different sizes. Each

delta-wing (also referred to as "planform") had 75 °

sweepback, thus, the apex angle at the leading-edge
was 30°. Each was of fiat-top shape, having four
percent thickness-to-root chord ratio and a chamfer of

30 ° along all edges. A streamlined strut, attached to the

windward side, supported each vdng. The Reynolds

numbers based on the root chord in the high and low
speed experiments were 6.5x106 and 1.0xl0_,

respectively.

The supersonic experiments were conducted in the

Mach 2.49 blowdox_la facility at the Polytechnic
UniversitT in Farmingdale, New York; the results were
summarized in Refs. 28,29. Measurements were carried

out with a five-hole miniature probe, whose

mechanical and calibration details were given in Ref.

30. Additional information on the experimental setup,
facility and instrumentation were described in Ref. 28.

The leading-edge vortex surveys were made at two
angles-of-attack (7 ° and 12°) and at two locations, at

the trailing-edge and at half-chord dow_astream from

the trailing-edge, For each combination of survey
location and angle-of-attack, two mutually
perpendicular traverses though the vortex core were
made.
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Thelow-speedexperimentswerecarriedoutin an open
circuit tunnel at NASA Glenn Research Center. The

operating condition was essentially incompressible, at a
Mach number of 0.02. Two adjacent crossed hot-wires
of different orientations were utilized to obtain three

components of velocity and turbulence intensity. The
hot-wires were traversed under atttomated computer

control for conducting the flow field sun'eys.
Additional information can be found in Ref. 31. An

approximately 0.Smm I.D. thin-walled Pitot probe,
connected to a 0.1 inch-of-water (24.91 Pa) range

pressure transducer, was used to acquire the total
pressure data in separate runs. As with the supersonic
experiment, the planform was set at 7° and 12 ° angles-

of-attack. Transverse and spanwise surveys through the

vortex centers were performed at the trailing-edge and
at half-chord dov_aastream from the trailing-edge. In

addition, detailed cross-sectional mappings of velocity
and total pressure were performed at six different

streamwise locations. In both supersonic and low-speed
experiments, surveys were carried out on the portside
of the planform.

For each angle-of-attack, the coordinate origin is

located at the portside apex of the trailing-edge.
"Streamwise" coordinate is along the direction of the
freestream. "Spanwise" coordinate is in the horizontal

direction parallel to the trailing-edge, the other cross-
stream coordinate is referred to as "transverse".

Although streamwise measurement locations are
referred to in terms of the chord of the delta-wing, in

the figures all distances are nondimensionalized by
half-span of the trailing-edge.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Comparison of high and low speed surveys
Results from the two flow regimes are compared, at the

trailing-edge in Figs. 1-6 and at half-chord downstream
from the trailing-edge in Figs. 7-12. In order to permit
the comparison with incompressible flow

characteristics, Mach number data from the supersonic
experiments were converted to velocity by assuming

the stagnation temperature to be a constant. Also, since
both sets of experiments employed probes traversing in
planes normal to the freestream direction, unless the

vortex axis is aligned with the probe axis, the swirl
component of the vortex is not truly measured. The

term vortex "swirl" velocity is nevertheless used to
denote cross-stream velocity components. Similarly,
the term "axial" velocity is used to denote streamwise

velocity. Velocities and total pressures have been
normalized with their respective freestream values,
and, as stated earlier, distances are made non-

dimensional with respect to the semispan of trailing-

edge.

Trailing-edge
The comparison at the trailing-edge station is presented

in Figs. 1-6. Profiles in the transverse direction are
shown in Figs. 1-3 and those in the spanwise direction

are sho_ in Figs. 4-6. It is noted that the magnitude
and spatial extent of total pressure deficits increase
with increasing angle-of-attack (Fig. 1). Using

minimum Pitot pressure as the indicator, the vortex
core center at the et=7 ° in the Mach 2.49 stud_ 3s was

reported, in normalized coordinates, at 0.39 and 0.13 in

the spanwise and transverse directions, respectively
(see, Figs. 4(a) and l(a)). At ct=12 ° the core center at
the high Mach number was found at (0.54, 0.21). For

the low-speed experiments, with a similar criterion, the
core centers are found to be at (0.34, 0.15) and (0.41,

0.24), for the 7° and 12 ° cases, respectively. Both high-
and low-speed results show the vortex moving inboard

and upward relative to the model surface, as the angle-
of-attack is increased. However, the cores in the Mach

2.49 case are slightly more toward the centerline of the
wing and closer to the surface compared to the low-

speed counterpart.

For the vortex core dimension, a criterion based on the

locations of swirl velocity peaks and maximum
pressure gradient was used in Ref. 28. According to
that criterion, at the Mach 2.49 case at 7 °, the core is

measured to be 0.29 and 0.14 semispans in the

span_se and transverse directions, respectively. The
corresponding dimensions for the Mach 2.49, 12° case

are 0.42 and 0.26 semispans. Using the same criterion,
the low-speed core dimensions are found to be 0.18
and 0.14 for the 7 ° case, and 0.12 and 0.19 for the 12 °
case. The measurements therefore concur with the

visualization results that the core shape in the high-
speed case is more elongated in the spanwise
direction 7"25'26.This flattening of the core at high-speed

is conceivably caused by the expanding flow from the
leading-edge that situates above the vortex _.

The spanwise profiles of total pressure (Fig. 4) also

reveal the presence of secondary vortices, as indicated
by smaller secondary dips 28'29. They are to the left of
the primary vortices in both sets of experiments. The

secondary vortices, found in normalized spanwise
range of 0.1-0.25, are characterized by opposite

gradients in the transverse velocity (see Fig. 5). It will
be sho_7_ tater for the low-speed case that the s_rl is

of opposite sense at these locations compared to that of
the primary vortex.

Thus the flow fields at the two regimes so far are found
to be similar in many details. However, for the
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streamwisevelocib'distributionsseveraldifferences
areobserved.In thesupersoniccase,increasingthe
angle-of-attackresultsin a greaterdeficit of the
velocityin the corewherethe magnitudeof the
velocityisbelowthatof thefreestream.Thistrendis
especiallyapparentin thetransversetraverseresultsof
Fig.3a.At low-speed,shownin Fig.3b,thetrendis
reversed.An increase in angle-of-attack results in the
axial velocity in the core to increase, and velocit3"

outside of the core likewise increasingly exceeds that
of the freestream value. The streamwise velocity

characteristics have important consequence on vortex
breakdo_la in both supersonic and incompressible
freestreams 3235. A vortex with its core axial velocity

being less than that of freestream is more susceptible to

breakdo_a, as the required deceleration in the axial
flow to reach a free stagnation point is less than that for
either a uniform or an overshoot(jet-like profile. The
axial flow characteristics of the vortex core are
discussed further in a later session.

Half-chord from trailing-edge
Data at half-chord are compared for the two flow

regimes in Figs. 7-12, in a similar manner as done in
Figs. i-6. At Mach 2.49, core centers for flae u=7 ° and
12° cases are Iocated at (0.37, 0.08) and (0.48, 0.11) in

their respective normalized coordinates. At Mach 0.02,
core center locations are found at (0.29, 0.17) in the
tt=7 ° case, and at (0.34,0.19) at u=12 °. Therefore at

each angle-of-attack, both flow regimes showed the

cores to have moved slightly outboard while turning
toward the freestream direction. The core dimensions
are found as follows. At Mach 2.49 and ct=7° the core

size is 0.22 and 0.18 in the spanwise and transverse
directions. At et=12 ° the corresponding sizes are 0.22

and 0.32. The low-speed core dimensions are found to
be 0.22 and 0.23 for the 7° case, and 0.22 and 0.20 for

the 12° case. While the cores in the low-speed case are
approximately round, the data for the _t=12 ° case at
Mach 2.49 suggest that the core is stretched
significantly in the transverse direction. The same

feature is also noted in Ref. 19, in which vapor-screen

visualization of the near-wake flow of a 73 ° sweptback
wing at u=10 ° in a Mach 2 freestream is presented.

secondar T vortex is not detected in the swirl velocity
profiles of Fig. 1 lb. The low total pressure around the

aforementioned spanwise range is caused by the shear-
layer from the leading-edge; this becomes clearer with

the detailed mappings shown later. It then appears that
the secondary vortex generated in the supersonic case

is either stronger initially, or has less dissipative
characteristics, such that it persists further downstream
compared to its low-speed counterpart.

The axial velocity characters at half-chord, particularly

in the high-speed case, are rather complex. This is
thought to be in part due to the vortex being immersed

in the near-wake and entrainment of the separated flow
from the trailing-edge. In the Mach 2.49 experiment,

shadowgraph visualization showed that the trailing
vortices had gone through the shock and expansion

waves generated by the trailing-edge prior to reaching
the half-chord survey location. At high angle-of-attack,

the low-speed vortices are again found to be propelled
towards higher velocity region. At low-speed, unite
the results at the trailing-edge, the minimum velocities
in the core are found to be lower than that of the

freestream. The results here have shown that vortices in
the two flow regimes can have similar Characteristics

of the core with comparable swirl profiles, however,

the corresponding axial velocit)' distributions can be
quite differenL Their causes and implications are

further explored in the following section.

Axial flow hi the vortex core

Concurring with experience reported in the literature,
the present experiments show that vortices do not

necessarily convect at uniform speed. When the core
flow velocity is higher than the freestream velocity, a

vortex is described as having a jet-like profile.
Similarly, a wake-like profile refers to a vortex having
the core velocity lower than that of the freestream. The

mechanisms affecting the axial flow character of an
incompressible trailing vortex was first addressed by
Batchelor. 36 According to his analysis, the axial

velocity at a given radial location is determined by

evaluating the followSng equation from a point within
the vortex to the outer freestream flow:

In both flow regimes, the viscous wake of the trailing-

edge is evident in the total pressure profiles (around the
transverse location of 0.2 in Fig. 7, right below the
vortex cores). Nevertheless, "swirl" patterns are still
quite discemable, as seen in Fig. 8. The results from

the spanwise traverses at high-speed also suggest the

presence ofa secondarT vortex. This is indicated by the
total pressure deficit (Fig. 10a) and the swirl velocity
profiles (Fig. 1 la), in the spanwise range of 0.0-0.1. At

low-speed, although the total pressure profiles in
regions left of the prima D' vortex exhibit a deficit, the

Jr" _)r
l"

(1)

where, C- rw, is the circulation parameter with w

being the swirl velocity, and AH being the integrated

total pressure loss. Note that for a Wpical linear swirl
profile in the core, the contribution of the integral term
will be positive, thereby promoting the axial flow to be

jet-like. On the other hand, the total pressure loss will
retard the axial flow into a wake-like profile. It should
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be notedthat Eq. (l) was derivedduringan
investigationofvdng-tipvortices,butthebasicintegral
formulationis applicableand independentof the
specificvortexgenerator.

WangandSforzas7 later extended the formulation of

Batchelor 36 to compressible flow by assuming a

polytropic relation in the core. A similar expression
was obtained:

[7(n-1)_2] _[C_T"3dru:=u=+L _, n ,- r

+Jr 2 gr - 2AIt
r

(2)

where n is the polytropic exponent, and AH is now

the stagnation enthalpy loss. Note that Eq. (2) differs
from Eq. (1) in an extra term involving the circulation
parameter and the representation of the viscous loss. It
then follows that for a viscous core, 1 < n < 1.4 and

C = rw = Ar 2 where A is a constant, the first integral

of the circulation parameter will be negative. However,

the net contribution from the two terms involving C is

positive. Thus, the same mechanisms affecting the
axial flow in incompressible fluid are found to apply in
compressible regime.

In both flow regimes, vortex circulation is shown to

promote a jet-like profile, whereas viscous loss from
the lifting surface entrained into the core drives a
wake-like profile. Hence, the axial flow profile is

ultimately dictated by the interaction of the vortex
circulation and viscous loss stemming from the

boundary layer flow. It is thus possible to have both
velocity overshoot and deficit in the axial flow profile

existing in the same cross section at different radii.
Although instrumental in delineating the physical
mechanisms, due to difficulty in quantifying the

viscous loss from a three-dimensional separated flow,
Eqs. (1) and (2) do not readily lead to quantitative
predictions. Nevertheless, further qualitative
assessment of the axial flow behavior on the basis of

these integral formulations can be made.

First, an examination of Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to the
observation that for identical circulation produced in

high- and low-speed streams, the compressible
counterpart would have less capacity to promote a jet-

like axial flow due to the first term involving C. Thus,
for a theoretical situation where viscous loss in the two

flow regimes is the same, the extent of the axial flow
overshoot, if exists, would be less in the compressible

flow case. It is also pertinent to consider the ideal

amount of circulation a planform could impart into its
wake. If it is assumed that the entire lift of the

planform manifests itself in the vortex-wake such that
the Kutta-Joukowski relationship were applicable, then
the non-dimensional vortex circulation becomes half of

the lift coefficient. Hence, the lift coefficient is an

approximate indicator of the strength of the vortex

produced. The supersonic experimental data provided
in Ref. 27 showed that lift coefficient, for a 76 °

sweepback subsonic leading-edge delta-wing, varies

inversely with freestream Mach number at a given
angle-of-attack. Hence, the circulation produced can be

assumed to reduce with increasing Mach number.
Compounded by the first term in the compressible

formulation of the axial flow equation, a vortex in
compressible flow will more likely be dominated by

the viscous loss term in Eq. (2) to result a wake-like
profile. This is in agreement x_5th the Mach 2.49 data at

both survey locations.

At low-speed, it is conjectured that the gain in
circulation by the increase in angle-of-attack is able to
offset the corresponding viscous loss. Thus, the overall

core axial velocity overshoot is progressively greater as
the planform incidence increases, vfith the exception of
a narrow region near the core center where the viscous

loss from the vortex generation process is entrained

and concentrated. Although there exists a locally
"*wake-like'" velocity profile (Fig. 3b), it is noted that
the magnitude of the deficit is nevertheless slightly
over the freestream value. It should be mentioned here

that the jet-like core velocities found at the trailing-

edge at low-speed are in good agreement with past
measurements for similar delta-,_4ng configuration. 39
With increasing dox_stream distance, additional

dissipative effect from the ingestion of the turbulent
wake from the trailing-edge continue to compete

through the 2d/ term of Eq. (1). Thus, a wake-like
profile may eventually evolve, as seen in the half-chord
downstream.

3.2 Detailed mapping at low-speed
Detailed measurements were made at low-speed for the
two angles-of-attack at six locations starting from the
trailing-edge to 0.65 root chord downstream. For

brevity, results are shown only for the 12° case, in Figs.
13-16. The do,,_astream evolution of the vortex

properties is summarized in Fig. 17.

Results of Figs. lb, 4b, 7b and 10b revealed that there

existed substantial total pressure deficit in the cores of
leading-edge vortices. This attribute is confirmed on a
global perspective through the total pressure maps

shown in Fig. 13. The contours associated x_Sth the
vortex cores are quite distinguishable. Significantly

lower pressures characterize the cores. Another
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structure of low total pressure is observed underneath

the leading-edge vortex, which is believed to be a
combination of the secondary vortex and the shear-

layer from the trailing-edge of the planform. For the
first two stations of the survey, the trailing-edge shear-

layer and secondary vortex also had very- pronounced
total pressure deficit. This disappears quickly with

increasing dov_lstrcam distance while merging with
the primary vortex. Near the trailing-edge, the
measured total pressure (normalized by that of

freestream) in the leading-edge vortex core had a value
of 0.09. This recovered to 0.11 at the last survey
location.

In Fig. 14, the contours of turbulence intensity are
sho_. The cross-stream velocity vector fields are

superimposed in this and the rest of the plots in Figs.
14-16. Peak turbulence intensity in the core is found to
be 11 percent at the trailing-edge plane. The shear-

layers from the trailing-edge and leading-edge
separation are also discernible. These manifest
themselves as a highly turbulent sheet of fluid

wrapping around the primary vortex. Consistent w_th
the evolution depicted from total pressure contours of

Fig. 13, the shear-layers from the trailing-edge is seen
to be ingested by the primary vortex farther
dov_lastream. The turbulence intensity at the end of the

survey limit is found to be 0.16, representing a

significant increase of 45 percent. The high turbulence
intensity found in the vortex core is often thought of as
an artifact of meandering. The hot-x_dre measurements

suggest that entrainment of the highly turbulent fluid
surrounding the vortex would have also contributed to

the final high turbulence intensity in the core.

In Fig. 15, streamwise vorticity contours are shown.

The primary as well as secondary vortices are clearly
identified. The ingestion of the surrounding turbulent
fluid into the core and turbulent diffusion are believed

to be responsible for the rapid decrease in the
streamwise vorticity with increasing distance from the

trailing-edge. The senses of the swirl at the primary
and secondary vortices are clearly seen from the vector

fields. The normalized total velocity contours are
presented in Fig. 16. Again, these show that low

momentum fluid from the trailing-edge shear-layer,
colored in blue, become entrained into the leading-edge

vortex within a very short distance from the trailing-
edge. The vortex itself in general has velocity higher
than that of freestream for the first four stations, but

zones of localized lower velocity appear around the
core with increasing distance downstream as described

previously in the paper.

The evolution of the various properties in the core with
respect to their trailing-edge values is presented in Fig.

17. The circulation was calculated by performing the
line-integration of the crossflow velocity field. It can
be seen that while the complicated process of mass

entrainment is taking place in the near-wake, the
circulation remained fairly constant. At the same time,

it is observed that when significant entrainment of the
shear-layer fluid into the core commenced, as indicated

by turbulence intensity, the maximum velocity
decreases rapidly. These trends are consistent with the
qualitative prediction from Eq. (1) discussed earlier.

4. Concluding Remarks
A quantitative comparison of the leading-edge vortices

in the near-wake for incompressible and supersonic
flows has been made. The results indicate that

quantitative similarities exist in the distributions of

total pressure and swirl velocity. In both flow regimes,

the planform produced primar T and secondary vortices
with similar topological features. The trajectory of the
vortices was likewise found to be similar. However, at
the trailing-'edge the vortex core at the Mach 2.49 ease

was foundt_J be significantly elongated-in the spanwise

direction. In comparison, the core in the low-speed
counterpart was relatively round and actually
somewhat elongated in the transverse direction at the

higher angle-of-attack. With increasing distance
downstream the core became more elongated in the
transverse direction for all cases. This "switchover" of

the cross-sectional shape was most pronounced at the
higher angle-of-attack in the Mach 2.49 case. The

results also showed that the secondary vortex
disappeared completely, by half-chord downstream
from the trailing-edge, in the low-speed case but not at

the Mach 2.49 case. The most conspicuous difference
was noted in the axial velocity trends. The details of

the axial flow were shown to depend on complicated
interaction of the circulation and viscous loss generated

by the planform. It was shown that a jet-like profile
either locally or globally, is increasingly unlikely as
compressibility increases. It is therefore conceivable

that vortices generated in a higher Mach number flow

would be more prone to breakdo,_,,aa due to the velocity
deficit. The extrapolation of low-speed vortex flow
information beyond basic flow visualization is

therefore not recommended, especially at high angles-
of-attack. The detailed flow mapping at low-speed
provided a database for validating predictive tools, and
insights into the near-field evolution of the vortex-
wake.
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